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to improve women's advalcement and
leadership trajectories, and equalize
compensation and business development credit, women's retention must
not get lost in the climb to the top.

Why is it important? Because nearly
one third of women lawyers continue
to leave the legal worldorce, independent of maternity leave. Talk about

critical massFamilY reasons remain a significant factor in women's departures,
along with lack of career satisfaction.
If more of these "early leavers" are
encouraged to remain in the workforce or are welcomed back after
leaving the pipefrne of midlevel
women lawyers and managers will
fill with leadership candidates. These
women will be positioned to achieve
the critical mass at the top that is
necessa4'' for real change.
To retain these early leavers, law
firms and companies need to institute more generous maternityleave
policies, facilitate viable flexible and
reduced hours and develop phaseback for returning new mothers and
reentry policies for women who have
stepped awayfrom the profession.
But polieies alone will not do it. Those
who reach leadership positions can
take these policies a step further and
use their platform ofpower to lead
differently. For example, leaders can
de-stigmatize work life offerings so
that women and men can avail themselves ofthese options for reasons
other than parenting. Men can be
encouraged to be part ofthe process,
too.'Ihey continue to make up the
majority of the power base, so men
need to be instrumental in women
gaining power.
Advancing more women and

supporting work life initiatives at the
same time requires carefrrl planning
on the part oflaw firm and corporate
leaders. Safeguards are needed to
ensure that the power message is not
diluted and women do not lose credibility or diminish their opportunifr
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to get a seat at the table by advocating
forboth. Here are three important
steps that I recommend law firms and
comp:rnies consider:

. ltack

all levels of female

reprcsentation- The simultaneous
push for retention and promotion

will only

be

beneficial if it results in

more women staying in or returning to the profession overall and in
more women being represented at
the highest level.

Nearly one
third ofwomen
lawyers continue
to lemre the
legal workforce,
of maternitSrleave.

Talk about
critical mass.
Create rn on-ramp that enables
talented women to return to
the advancement track. In other
words, women who've been on a
slower track and are capable of
doing more sophisticated, higherpaid work should be given the
opportunityto resume the fast track

Break down existing stereotypes.
Men andwomen must be educated

about the different career paths
available to them, what each entails
and the risks and trade-offs oftheir
potential choice. Law firms and
companies must be vigilant that
women are not being steered into
"mommy" tracks that minimize
their opportunities to reach
leadership positions and equity
partner status or gain equal compensation and business develop.

ment credit. Theymust also guard '
against assumptions that all women
or all mothers want their hours or
responsibilities limited.
The bottom line is that when
women achieve the critical mass at
the top of their profession, they will
be able to redesign the way careers are
built, to allow for women who are
singularly focused on seeking powerful positions as well as women who
want to have children andlead a
law firm, and every other variation
in between- By embracing different
career models, law firm and corporate
leaders will not only ensure that
earlyleavers remain in or come
back to the profession, they will also
increase the number of women in the
leadership pipeline. r

Debomh Epstein Henry is president of Flex-Time Lawyers LLC, an
international consulting firm she founded in the late 199Os, advising
employers and professionals on work life balance, retaining and
promoting women and new models of legal practice. She is the author
ofLasr & Reorder: Legal Industry Solutions for Restructure,
Retention, Promotion & Workulife Balance, fhe JVo. 7 best-selling
American Bar Association Flagship Publishing bookfor 2011. Foi more i4forma'
tiob pluse visit www.flextimelawyers.com.
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